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Abstract— In this paper, we are combining two methods so that we will get the trust worthy data 

as a result. our First method ,Trust-based framework is used for evaluating self-trust Opinion of 

each sensor nodes  as well as each aggregator in the networks. Second method, DAG (Directed 

acyclic graph) is used for aggregation purpose. so that, duplication of data can be removed. Aim 

of our proposed method is to improve the quality of multimedia information as well as more 

precisely evaluate the trustworthiness of collected information. Simulation results show that it 

outperforms the terms reliability and energy. a goal  is to reduce the impact of erroneous data and 

provide measurable trustworthiness for aggregated result. 

Keywords--Data aggregation, fault tolerance, trustworthiness, Wireless multimedia sensor 

networks. 

                      

Introduction  

A typical wireless sensor network consists of hundreds to thousands of inexpensive wireless 

nodes with limited computational capability and energy resources usually deployed in an 

unattended environment. Most effective utilization of wireless sensor networks requires 

minimization of energy consumption through the design of energy-efficient network protocols 

and algorithms to prolong network lifetime [2]. Since sensor nodes are usually inexpensive 

hardware components, they are highly vulnerable and often malfunction or fail. Non-malicious 

behavior- such as the malfunctioning of radios or sensors- can result in generation of false data 

which has detrimental Wireless sensor networks (WSN) require pertinent and reliable data 

collection schemes in order to provide information about their deployment area. The availability 

of micro-sensors and low-power wireless communications will enable the deployment of sensor 

networks for a wide range of new services to support user activities [3]. These networks are 

likely to be composed of many distributed sensor nodes, using unreliable wireless links by 

default, equipping sensors (e.g. light, sound and motion), functioning self-configurable, and in 

many cases, without access to renewable energy resources. Thus energy saving is one of the 

relevant issues for achieving long-lived networks [2]. There is another major issue, which is the 

improvement in the accuracy of the collected data [3], since obtaining accurate data is the 

primary objective of the observer. This represents a challenge for sensor networks: to improve 

their ability to match the actual value of the quantity being collected. 
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 1. RELATED WORK 
 

Wireless sensor networks and their limited resources introduce new design challenges. One of 

the major concerns in designing WSN algorithms that has been received significant attention is 

energy-efficiency. Reputation and trust concepts can be used to overcome data error in reliable 

data aggregation solutions.   Recently, significant attention has been paid to explore information 

trust and data aggregation with fault-tolerant in WSNs. In the field of trust management and data 

aggregation, a cluster-based transmission mechanism with dynamic changes in the path has been 

proposed in [1][5]. Sensor nodes send data and the corresponding trust opinion to the cluster-

head, which in turn comprehensibly analyzes the trust opinion of the data reported by each node, 

and thus determines unreliable nodes. In [6], a trust management scheme is proposed, where the 

trust opinion of each node is determined by two parameters, namely, data transmission and data 

fusion.. Heinzelman et al. [4] focus on energy-efficiency by reducing number of nodes that 

directly  communicate with the base station. The proposed approach, called LEACH, assume all 

sensor nodes have enough power to reach the base station if needed. This assumption makes 

LEACH unsuitable for large scale sensor networks. Lindsey et al. [7] propose the PEGASIS 

algorithm, in which sensor nodes form a chain in such a way that each node can receive from or 

send to the closer neighbor. The data then is fused along the path to the base station by 

intermediate nodes and finally one designated node delivers the results to the base station. In 

case of having distant nodes in the chain, PEGASIS imposes excessive delays. Moreover having 

only one aggregator creates a bottleneck. A power efficient data gathering and aggregation 

method called PEDAP has been presented in [7], which involves constructing a minimal 

spanning-tree based on energy consumption rooted at the base station. The weight of each edge 

is the energy required to transmit data from one side of the edge to another. An energy efficient 

version of PEDAP, known as PEDAP-PA, tries to balance the load among all the nodes in order 

to improve network lifetime [7]. All the aforementioned methods suffer from link failures and 

packet losses. This becomes an important issue as reliability is a top priority in wireless sensor 

networks and it is important how well data is delivered to the base station. To overcome the 

robustness problem[8][9][10], we are using trust-based method and DAG method.  Trust-based is 

used for finding the self-trust opinion of each sensor nodes in the wireless multimedia sensor 

networks. As previous method was based on multilayer trustworthy architecture, we are trying to 

remove the number of layers from the architecture. Self-trust of each sensor nodes will be 

calculated and aggregated data is passed to the cluster head. Trust of each sensor nodes will be  

in the form of 0 or 1.0  indicates the faulty data and 1 shows the trustable data. Users of WMSN 

applications are often concerned whether the aggregated results are trustworthy so as to reflect 

the real situation of the physical environment. Therefore, for aggregation-based event detection 

in environment monitoring systems, it is not only important to gather comprehensive data, but 

also to reduce the impact of faulty and fake data, thus providing trusted and fault tolerant data 

aggregation. At the same time, the trustworthiness of aggregated results should be reported to the 

users for decision making [8]. In other words, providing reliable data with measurable trust is the 

key issue in the design of WMSNs in order to improve the quality of 

information (QoI). 
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Fig.1.Network Model 

 
 

For aggregation purpose ,we are applying DAG i.e.Directed acyclic graph method.so 

that,duplication of data can be reducded. The proposed method forms a Directed Acyclic Graph 

(DAG), that allows a node to have multiple parents, and collect data using the DAG. Tolerance 

to packet loss is targeted by using multiple parents as intermediate nodes. Although this method 

uses multiple parents, it avoids aggregation from the same. When nodes compute a sum of 

certain data as the in-network aggregation, the avoidance is important, because if multiple 

parents aggregated the same data, it would be added repeatedly: meaning the computed sum 

would exceed the actual sum. In addition, the data transmission timing adapts itself to the actual 

hop count of the edge of the DAG. Through simulation studies, we evaluate the proposed method 

from the perspective of the error margin of the collected data. Existing methods concerning in-

network aggregation focus on composable computations, i.e., if W1 and W2 are two disjoint sets 

of values, then the computation f satisfies the property f(W1,W2) = g(f(W1), f(W2)) for some 

known function g. Average, sum, minimum and maximum are all examples of composable 

computations. The sum computation is not only used to calculate the average but also for 

monitoring the number of sensor nodes[11][12]. When the number of nodes decreases, the 

observer is then aware of the failure and can start implementing maintenance activity (e.g. 

changing the failed nodes). When computing sums, we have to focus on avoiding multiple 

additions of the same data. Using Figure 1 (a), we show an example. In Figure 1 (a), node A 

broadcasts VA that is the same as its own data vA (Fig. 1(a) (2)). Node B aggregates the 

receiving of VA and its own data vB, namely, it calculates the sum of VA and vB (Fig. 1(a) (3)). 

Node B sends the sum VB (= VA + vB) toward its parent D (Fig. 1(a) (4)). Node C also 

aggregates the receiving of VA and its own data vC, and sends VC (= VA + vC) toward its 

parent D. As a result, the parent D adds the same data VA twice over (Fig.1(a) (7)). In this way, 

when multiple parents treat the data of a child, it results in multiple additions.  
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.  
 
 
 
 

Fig.2(a).Example of duplicate aggregation problem 
 
 

 
Fig.2(b).The example of solution by specification of one parent node 

 
We propose DAG aggregation method. Specifically, the proposed method works on the basis of 

the following primary design principles: 

(1) The formation of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), which allows a node to have multiple 

parents, for data collection. The multiple parents provide tolerance to wireless transmission 

failure as intermediate nodes. 

 

(2) Extending data transmission timing control for tuning correctly according to the actual hop 

count on the edge of the DAG. 

 

Based on the design principle (1), the proposed method forms DAG and collects data using 

multiple parents. The multiple parents aggregate data from a child node, although they do not 

process in the case of the existing method [5]. Thus a success rate, represented by one of the 
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parent nodes successfully receiving data from a child node, is set to (1-pn): n is the number of 

parents and p is the packet loss rate of the wireless links. The success rate exceeds (1-p1), which 

is that of the existing method. Comparing another method, the success rate is the same in the 

case where a node retransmits the data (n-1) times to a single parent. The proposed method 

achieves the rate without the power consumption actual retransmission would require, and 

provides tolerance for wireless transmission failure. 

 

 
Packet loss rate from node A to parent nodes B, C     and D:p=0.2 

Success rate at least one of parent nodes can receive:(1-0.23)=0.99 

Success rate of specifying one parent node:(1-0.21)=0.80 

 

Fig.3. Example of increased success rate when two or more parent nodes are used. 

 

Figure 3 shows an example of the multiple parents. In order to use multiple parents, we have to 

avoid the problem of multiple additions of the same data Subsequently, we describe below the 

details of the processing procedure. 

 

 
Fig.4. Example of data aggregation using two or more parent nodes 

  

  3 .SYSTEM MODEL 

 

The proposed trust-based framework for fault-tolerant data Aggregation in WMSNs is designed 

for sensor networks. Nodes are classified as sensor nodes, aggregators, or sink nodes, according 

to different roles they play in the data aggregation process. 
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 Sensor node: In an aggregation set, each sensor node is associated with a reputation 

representing the self trustworthiness of its collected data. This reputation is related to the source 

of data, the temporal correlation with historical data, and the statistical characteristics of the 

information. Memory depth is defined as the number of stored historical data which represents 

the temporal correlation. The sensor node calculates its self-data trustworthiness with the help of 

the memory depth, and then reports to its aggregator. If the memory depth is zero, the node’s 

self-data trustworthiness is 1. 
 
Aggregator: for data aggregation, directed acyclic graph method is used, so that redundancy can 

be reduced. The method provides fault tolerance for packet loss by forming a Directed Acyclic 

Graph (DAG), which allows a node to have multiple parent nodes. In addition, the method can 

ensure correct data transmission timing, according to the actual hop count of the edge of the 

DAG. 

 

Sink node: The sink node receives the aggregated results from the aggregators, fuses them to 

obtain the final report, and determines the resulting trustworthiness. In an unreliable sensor 

network, measurement errors and transmission errors may cause the wrong aggregated results. In 

an unsecured sensor network, fake data injection can also make the wrong aggregated results 

occur. 

 

3.1. Source Model 

 

In WMSNs, a source provides the original signal of the event. 

Sensors around it may capture the signal of the source. Usually, in the densely deployed 

WMSNs, the location of the nodes with higher signal intensity can be regarded as the source 

location. Based on the spatial propagation features of signal, the source can be classified as the 

source without is almost the same in the event region, such as temperature and humidity in a 

room. The signal strength of the latter uniformly decreases with the increase of distance from the 

center when the signal spread out with omni direction, such as the smoke concentration when fire 

breaks out. 

 

3.2. TRUST MODEL 

 
Fig.5. Trust model in an aggregation set. 

 

Fig.5.illustrates an example of trust model in an aggregation set with one aggregator J, three 

sensor nodes W1, W2, W3, and one target z . An arrow denotes trust or opinion about truth. W1, 

W2, and W3 determine their self-data trust opinions for the target z based on the temporal 

correlation. The aggregator J calculates the peer node trust opinion on each sensor node based on 

the spatial correlation. According to the self-data trust opinion  Finally, the aggregator J can 

derive its self-data trust opinion on the aggregated result through trust combination. 
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3.3 Self-Data Trust Opinion of Sensor Node 

 

A sensor node calculates its self-data trust opinion by judging whether the collected data 

conform to its source model. Take audio stream as an example. An audio prediction model is set 

up to predict the current sample value x according to several historical samples while the actual 

sample value is x. Then, the self-data reputation c can be calculated as 

 
 

 

4. SIMULATION RESULT 

 

 
 

Fig.6. Network Model 

 

This is our simulation result of proposed method .where hundreds of sensor nodes in the network 

and sixteen of cluster head. User can load any audio signal dynamically in the network .each 

sensor nodes will sense the signal and will give their self-trust opinion to the cluster head. After 

taking data from each sensor nodes ,DAG method will apply for aggregation purpose. now, 

aggregator/cluster head will have only final data.again,collected data of aggregator, will apply 

self-trust  opinion on each aggregator. So that,trustable result will passed to the base station. 
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A.TEXT OUTPUT OF ABOVE SCENARIO 

 

 
 

Here,self-trust opinion is calculated in the form of 0 and 1.trustable data having opinion 1 and 

non trust worthy data havimg value 0. 

 

B.TRUST OPINION TABLE OF EACH PATH 

 

 
 

Fig.7 (a).Trust table for first path of audio signal 

 

 
 

Fig.7(b).Trust table for second path of audio signal 
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C.GRAPH ANALYSIS 

 

 
Fig 8(a) Distance Vs error 

Figure shows the relation between the distance and error. The error of all methods grows as the 

distance becomes long, since the packet loss rate increases. Although the error of the proposed 

method is smaller than that of the existing methods, the degree of improvement in error has also 

diminished at distances of three meters or more. This is because the number of nodes, which 

have only one parent node, increases in line with distance. Such nodes process in a manner 

similar to the existing method. 

 

 
Fig.8 (b).Reliability Vs Time 

 

The reliability metric represents the ratio between the numbers of packets received by the 

aggregator/base station and the total number of packets transmitted. As it can be seen from 

Figure , that sensor nodes in existing method send their data directly to the aggregator, when 

some links fail the data from the nodes near those links cannot be received by the aggregator so 

the reliability of the algorithm will be decreased drastically when number of failed links 

increases. 
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Fig.8(c).number of nodes Vs Time 

lifetime of the first 45 sensor nodes is also longer compare with the existing methods. Actually, 

we keep alive all sensor    nodes simultaneously so the difference between death of the first node 

and death of the last node in our method is lower than the other methods. 

 

 5. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we designed a trust-based framework for data aggregation with fault tolerance by 

extending trust model. During the process of data gathering and aggregation, each node 

calculates its self-trust opinion on its collected data and  passed  to the cluster head. For 

aggregation purpose ,we proposed DAG(directed acyclic graph) method, that allows a node to 

have multiple parents, and collects data using the DAG. By using multiple parents as 

intermediate nodes ,which provides tolerance for the failure in wireless transmission. By 

combining these two methods we can  significantly improve the quality of multimedia 

information as well as more precisely evaluate the trustworthiness of collected information. The 

proposed scheme can significantly decrease the impact of erroneous data and provide measurable 

trustworthiness for aggregated data 
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